
After co-creating the mega

accessories brands Kate Spade

and Jack Spade, selling them and

then fleeing corporate life, Andy

Spade has just launched an

unusual hybrid advertising

agency-gallery-boutique called

Partners & Spade. In his Manhattan storefront, he sells whimsical collectibles including

Ghanaian flags, vintage hotel soaps and antique microphones and hosts art exhibits. In his back

room, he produces films and photography books, and advises companies like J. Crew.

My favorite shop in New York City is Wyeth, which

has great African sculpture, found objects and

strong mid century furniture.

It's hard to find a good couch. My favorite is by

George Smith. I don't tend to like the proportions of

modern couches, they're either over-stuffed, like a

Pee-wee's Playhouse couch, or really spare and

elegant, but not comfortable. You can't lie down and

watch the football game on a couch like that.

When we go out in New York uptown, we go to Bemelmans Bar at the Carlyle, Elaine's or Elio's.

Downtown, we've been going to Raoul's since we moved to New York in 1987, and Eddie the

bartender's still there.

Our refrigerator always has wine. And tons of Heineken.

The neatest stores I've been to recently are Dave Eggers's Brooklyn Superhero Supply Co. and

his 826 Valencia Pirates Supply Shop in San Francisco. He sells things like invisible paint. In

Brooklyn, you have to swear in, and say you're a superhero and will abide by the rules. In San

Francisco, there's a big pirates' chest that my daughter loves. If you find a gem, you can redeem

it for a gift, but you also have to sing or dance.

I hate to say it, but my favorite hotel is the Amankila in Bali. It was so expensive , but really

inspiring.

I won't sell my huge collection of found photographs, mostly Kodachromes from the 1950s and

1960s. I keep them because I think some day amateur photography will be better recognized. I

source them almost entirely at flea markets and estate sales.

My biggest splurge was a 1972 BMW CSi 3.0.
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My style icon is the late curator Walter Hopps. He

was showing artists like Warhol and Fluxus and

then he headed the Menil Collection in Houston.

A recent discovery I made is kiwi vines. They're like

small versions of vineyard vines, like umbilical

cords, and now I grow them in New York.

The best gift I've ever given was a collage book I

made for Kate's birthday. I spent six months on it.

There were subway tokens and a lock of her hair I

snipped when she was asleep. There's a penny we

used for a wish. I stole it back out of the wishing

well and taped it into the book. There are images

that I'd secretly taken of her, and of us in a mirror. It

was an ode to our life in New York.

— Interview by Jackie Cooperman
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